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Transcript 

Erin: Welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline. Your Village is 
the most comprehensive site for evidence-based parenting classes available on-
demand at YourVillageOnline.com. Our classes give parents the foundation, steps and 
tools for creating strong, healthy relationships with their children, resulting in 
responsible, cooperative, happy and successful children and families! My goal is to 
help parents support their children in finding and reaching their own unique potential. 
The podcast is a place to learn about all things parenting and get your questions 
answered! I’m Your Village founder and your host, Erin Royer. 

Hello everyone! We are getting close to halloween! I hope you are figuring out some 
fun ways to celebrate this year. We have a couple things on the agenda. One of our 
swimmers has a swimming time trail, 2 events, no parents allowed on deck to keep it 
socially distanced. So that’s a bummer but glad he’s getting to do a kind of “meet” it’s 
just 3 of the 7 swim groups from his team. But it’s something. We will do a small trunk 
or treat with his swim group in the evening and we have created a scavenger hunt for 
the kids as well to do around our home. So they will have a couple opportunities to 
wear costumes, one around a few friends and then just around the house. But I’m glad 
we can give them some fun ways to celebrate. We’ll be getting the big candy bars 
since they won’t be getting much. So I’m excited about that. It’ll certainly be a 
Halloween to remember, that they'll talk about when grow up with friends and to their 
own kids, “He remember 2020 halloween during the pandemic? What did you do?!”  

I’m doing 3 questions again today. They should be relatively short so I should be able 
to get to them all! I was running quite a few months out on questions but I’ve been 
able to do some catch up and so I’ve pulled that gap back by almost 2 months! 

First question is about the possessiveness we often see in young toddlers, a second 
question about helping a young child with transitions between one home and another 
between divorced parents. The third question is about language development, a mom 
wants to know if her preschooler’s struggle is a potential red flag. 

The first questions is from Erica who wrote: 

"Hey! I recently found your podcast and have really appreciated your insights. My 2 
year old (27 months) often screams at other children and yell no that’s mine. She’ll also 
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yell “no that’s my mommy” whenever another kid raises their voice or shows the 
slightest elevated emotion. Do you have any advice on how to help her? I’ve been 
trying to calmly talk to her about what she’s feeling but she will just keep screeching or 
burst into tears. 

Starting around 18 months, earlier for a few but for most toddlers 18 months to 2 years 
will start their individuation stage where they are developing a strong sense of self. This 
is an important step to development. They need to have a strong sense of self before 
they can then develop an understanding of the other, and how other’s thoughts, 
feelings and experiences are different from their own. So first, we have to get through 
this development phase and support it with understanding while also guiding and 
teaching. I’ll talk about how to do that in a minute. But first, what does this stage look 
like and why? Your toddler is realizing she is a separate person from others. She is 
learning about herself, what she likes and wants and so we often see a lot of strong 
opinions in this age and therefore tantrums. Because not only do they have these big 
opinions but they have yet to develop their full language skill and their logical brain to 
counteract their big opinions and so life is often frustrating at 2 and 3 and this results in 
tantrums, over wanting things the way they want them and that includes items and 
people they see as “theirs” so how do we help them through these exchanges when 
they are developing so much of these needed pieces physical, emotional and social?" 

Give kids some power and ownership. Giving kids ownership and power over their 
special toys, is a really good way to build their security around their ownership and 
control of their toys. This way they will feel a little less stressed when at an outing like a 
park or when friends come over. Each child should have a few special toys that they 
don’t need to share, whether it’s during an outing or at home. 

Then make a plan.  If it’s at home, you want to take that special toy or toys and put 
them away. If it’s going on an outing, it’s best to leave it at home if possible. But if it’s 
something they really want to have or snuggle with bring it, but encourage leaving it in 
the car or stroller and put it under a blanket once you get to park. Then they have the 
security of their special toy and can be more likely to share the other toys they agreed 
upon before leaving, like a shovel or sand bucket. Even then, really young many 
toddlers early to mid twos can really struggle with this. Do the best you can to 
encourage and remind that they have a special toy they chose and then these they also 
chose as ok to share. If it’s a big struggle, especially if other kids aren’t even paying any 
attention to the toys, you can put them away and try again another day. Or you can 
allow the other kids to continue to engage in play, pull your young toddler aside and 
explain the other kids are using them and we are going to let them finish. We’ll be sure 
to bring them home with us when it’s time to go. The biggest thing to note is that this 



is very normal. These toys feel really important to them. Think of an adult with a new 
car, maybe a BMW i8 (that’s my dream car, at least today it is!) or a porsche. And the 
neighbor wants to drive it. Or worse the neighbor comes over and sits in the car with 
your keys and starts to put them in the ignition. This is how this feels to your toddler for 
their special toy, the lovey or special truck. It’s a big deal to them! But the lesser toys 
are still a big deal and can feel like someone is infringing on their stuff. this is their 
whole world. They don’t own much or have a lot of control. So it can feel anxiety 
provoking when another child comes in and starts picking up everything to check it 
out. So just understanding this can help us have some empathy with them, and help 
them work through the insecurities around letting other kids play with their toys. Also 
know that as they develop their strong sense of self and then begin to develop their 
understanding of the other, this will get much better. It’s just a developmental stage.  

Now, if the playdate in your home, you obviously can't hide everything but a few items 
they are hopefully willing to share. But giving that control over their special toys will 
help them to feel more secure about allowing kids to play with the other toys.  

If you want to learn more about teaching your toddler or preschooler about taking 
turns and sharing and how to practice with them, and you would start this around 2 1/2 
to 3, because parents can offer a lot of opportunity to push the boundary, allow their 
child to feel a little uncomfortable with the idea and then give the item back before 
they get overly frustrated, it’s a great opportunity to teach this concept outside of a 
playdate where you have a lot less control. So the exact steps and language can be 
found in the class Your Developing Preschooler, under the social skills section. 

You can always do some practice and introduction of these concepts before 2 1/2 and 
see how it goes. Some are receptive. But for most, it likely won’t really take hold and 
may be more frustrating than helpful before the age of 2 1/2 to 3. There is a rare young 
toddler who is great at this. But most will not grasp this concept for some time to 
come. 

When we get back after a word from our sponsor, I will finish my last few thoughts on 
this question, including dealing with the possessiveness over mom as well as the next 
two questions  on limited visitation with a second parent and smooth transitions and a 
mom with question about a potential red flag in her child’s language development. 

Now that we’re back from the break, it’s time to get back to the questions! Starting with 
how to deal with possessiveness over a parent when other kids are around and 
engaging with the parent. 



When it comes to her getting upset over “her” mom, you can validate that yes you are 
her mom, that she will be the only one coming home with you and being tucked in by 
you and having lunch made by you, etc but that it’s also ok for you to say hello and talk 
with other kids too.In this instance we’re talking about friends. We can have similar 
situations with siblings. If you are having that issue, I recommend the class siblings 
without rivalry where I discuss how to introduce a new baby to minimize rivalry, steps to 
building strong sibling relationships and helping them through rivalry as well as general 
fighting and bickering that is a common occurrence in multi-sibling home. Also in that 
same vein, for parents with multiple children the class on birth order is really 
interesting. It covers personality traits and struggles common in each birth order 
position, plus the variables that affect them. While every child is different, there are a 
lot of commonalities based on birth order. i also cover multiples and only children as 
well. It’s very interesting to see how much your kids fit and even ourselves and where 
we or they fall outside too. It’s just interesting information to keep in mind and can and 
should shape how we approach discipline differently with each child. For us, our oldest 
is the cookie-cutter oldest. Our daughter also takes on a lot of characteristics of an 
oldest but this is common when it’s the first sibling of a different gender. Her twin 
brother from super early on took on the characteristics of the youngest. I was still 
dressing him a few months after he turned and he was totally fine with it. Finally I said 
enough! You are capable of dressing yourself, I will pull your clothes out if you want but 
you need to start dressing yourself! I thought it was funny once it dawned on me and I 
found myself wondering how long he would have let me dress him, probably well into 
his 4s maybe even 5!  

OK. That was a bit of tangent but hopefully interesting! Those classes are on the 
website at YourVillageOnline.com and should be listed on the pages for every age 
group. 

The next question is from Lindsey. She wrote, “Hello! I was wondering if you had any 
advice on a child who sees his father every few months. My son is 4 and is very anxious 
and likes control and consistency. My ex and I do not parent the same way and my son 
literally dreads going to his dads who lives out of state. Any tips on how to make the 
transition smooth? When should I tell my son he is going to his daddy’s? Usually when I 
tell him he will have anxiety and non stop questions ALL week. I want him to be as 
comfortable as possible. I know a lot of this behavior is caused by not seeing his father 
consistently. Thank you." 

This can be a challenging situation and hopefully you and your ex are amicable enough 
to be able to work together for your sons best interest and smooth transitions and you 
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will be able to share my tips with him so he can also implement a couple of them. this 
will help his relationship with his son too, especially over the long haul. 

First I will say this is very common and often kids will get comfortable at one house and 
not want to go to the other house and it will go both ways. Now if he’s spending a 
month with you and weekend with your ex, then likely he’s only going to go through 
this when he transitions from your house to his dad’s. But if he is with you three weeks 
and then his dad for a week, after a week there he might be just settling in and not 
want to switch back. It’s just about settling in and being comfortable with where we are 
and the routine and then it’s time to switch again. Also know that your parenting style 
will greatly benefit him and your relationship with him, regardless of the style his other 
parent uses, if he’s more authoritarian or permissive, it is unlikely to affect how he 
behaves with you. The first few days back can be a readjustment for many reasons, that 
being one of them. But after that he should bounce right back to your relational 
patterns. As he gets older he’ll get better at readjusting too. 

So here are my suggestions: 
1. If he isn’t already, having dad video chat with him every day if possible, just 5 

minutes set in the schedule. This will keep that relationship more connected. Even if 
it’s 3 days a week, that’s still a solid effort and will help a lot. 

2. When it’s a few days out from going to dad’s, dad should talk about how excited he 
is to see him and what he’s looking forward to. 

3. If dad can plan a couple of things and let him know what those are and talk them 
up, going to the lake to fish, going to the pumpkin patch to pick out a pumpkin, 
taking him to the car show, whatever it is that dad likes and want to share with his 
son. I know not every dad is that kind of dad. Hopefully your ex, despite your 
differences, is that kind of dad who does plan some things during their time 
together and shares his interests.  

4. If dad is planning a few things, you talking it up will help tremendously too. I hear 
you’re going fishing at the lake this time. I can’t wait to hear about it! 

5. Also maintaining the video chat schedule but with you while he’s with his dad. So if 
he chats every day or every other day with dad, he should do the same with you 
while he’s with his dad. 

Now our question about language development from Bethany. 

"Hi Erin, I have been enjoying your podcast for a few weeks now, and I appreciate your 
incredibly helpful content! I have a question of my own, and I am hoping that if this has 
come up before maybe you would consider addressing it some day. I have a 2.5 year 



old son who has developed an occasional stutter. He has a pretty extensive vocabulary 
and is otherwise pretty articulate and enunciates well, but sometimes he just seems to 
get stuck and repeats a word or syllable over and over before moving on. It seems to 
ebb and flow, worse on some days than others. Should I be concerned or be doing 
anything to help him? Or should I just continue to let him work through this. Generally 
we don't comment or press him. We just wait until he has been able to complete his 
thought and move on as if nothing is unusual which I have felt would be best for him. 
I'm afraid that commenting on it or drawing attention to it could make him aware of it 
and potentially make it worse. Any help i s appreciated! Thanks :)" 

Hi Bethany, 

This is such a quick question. The short answer is there’s no need to worry. This is a 
really common occurrence early on when toddlers are just learning to speak. It’s exactly 
that, they get stuck. Their language abilities are developing SO rapidly at this point. 
The fact that it comes and goes and that it sounds like his language is very much on 
track otherwise if not ahead, means I wouldn’t worry about it at all. In the language 
development section of the Your developing toddler class, I mention this a very 
common phenomenon and all the common milestones for speech (sounds, vocabulary, 
language concepts such as time). If the stuttering gets progressively worse or continues 
until age 5, then you might want to get an assessment. But he will very likely outgrow 
it. 

Just for some more information for those who are curious, I’m going to share a couple 
of milestones and red flags for language development from the your developing 
toddler class, I divide these up by age and all the expected milestones by each age 
and these are averages. Also remember that when it comes to development there is a 
wide range of normal and that is also why I cover red flags to be aware of, so you can 
know if/when it is time to get an assessment and some professional assistance. 

By 2 Years Old 
• Says more words every month. 
• Uses some one- or two- word questions ("Where kitty?" "Go bye-bye?" "What's 

that?"). 
• Puts two words together ("more cookie," "no juice," "mommy book”). 

3 Years  
• Has a word for almost everything. 
• Uses two- or three- words to talk about and ask for things. 
• Uses k, g, f, t, d, and n sounds. 



Red Flags 
• 18 months - fewer than 5 words, and only if child is not good with receptive language 

skills, meaning child does not seem to comprehend language. 
• By 2 years we expect 50% to be understood by strangers 
• By 3 we expect 75% of their language to be understood by strangers 

Speech therapist won’t usually see a child until 2 ½ to 3 except for assessment and 
homework. In addition, I also cover all the ways to support development at each age in 
each area of development, physical, cognitive, language, (which technical is a part of 
cognitive development) social and emotional development and all of these areas do 
overlap and interplay off of each other too so if your child falls behind in one area it 
often affects other areas of development. It ouched on that I think in last week’s 
episode? Definitely in the last two weeks. 

As always, all the 58 classes, your developing infant, toddler, preschooler, siblings 
without rivalry and birth order, all the discipline classes and much more can be found at 
YourVillageOnline.com. 

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com. 

Thanks for listening and see you next week!


